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M
y son Eitan asked an interesting question. The verse at the end of Parshas 
Beha'alosecha states about Moshe Rabbenu (Bamidbar 12:8): 

.o,:,,, 'i1 nmm n,,n::i x,, i1X7n1 ,::i 1::i,x i1!:l ,x i1!:l

Mouth to mouth do I speak to him, in a clear vision and not in riddles, and 
upon the image of Hashem he will gaze [ yabit). 

Commenting on the verse in the Bris Bein HaBesarim which states (Bereishis 
1 S: S): "Habeit na hashamayma u-sf or hakochavim im tuchal lisp or osam," "Gaze, please, 
toward the heavens and count the stars if you are able to count them," Rashi says that, 
as a general matter, the term "habata" means to gaze downward toward something. So 
what does it mean that the verse in Beha'alosecha selects the word "yabit'' as the form 
of the verb "to gaze" with reference to seeing the "image of Hashem;' when nothing 
is higher than Hashem? 

This is a good question based on Rashi's comment to Bereishis 15:S. One answer 
could be as follows. 

The "Temunas Hashem" That Moshe Rabbeinu Saw 

The gemara in Berachos (7a) quotes the opinion of Rabi Yonasan that Moshe Rabbenu 
was rewarded for not gazing directly at the sneh by later being able to see "the image 
of Hashem:' When Moshe first saw the sneh and heard the call of Hashem, the verse 
states (Shemos 3:6): "Moshe hid his face, for he was afraid to gaze [mei-habit] upon 
God:' The gemara explains that Moshe's reward for this is specified at the end of Parshas 
Beha'alosecha which states (Bamidbar 12:8): "Mouth to mouth do I speak to him, in 
a clear vision and not in riddles, and upon the image of Hashem he will gaze [yabit] :' 
Thus, the gemara juxtaposes the use of the word "habata" in these verses to conclude 
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that the statement "upon the image of Hashem he will gaze" was Moshe's reward for 
having averted his gaze when he encountered the presence of Hashem at the sneh. 1 

The Rambam, in Moreh Nevuchim 1 :5, explains this gemara to mean that Moshe 
Rabbenu was rewarded for not jumping to quick conclusions about Hashem. As the 
Rambam states, when investigating difficult matters such as knowledge of Hashem, 
a person "should not make categorical affirmations in favor of the first opinion that 
occurs to him and should not, from the outset, strain and impel his thoughts toward 
the apprehension of God; he should rather feel awe and refrain and hold back until 
he gradually elevates himself' The Rambam continues: 

Itis in this sense that it is said (Shemos 3:6): "Moses hid his face,for he was 
afraid to gaze [mei-habitJ upon God," this being an additional meaning 
of the verse over and above its external meaning that indicates that he hid 
his face because of his being afraid to look upon the light manifesting itself 
- and not that God, who is greatly exalted above every deficiency, can be
apprehended by the eyes. Moses, peace be on him, was commended for this;
and God, may He be exalted, let overflow upon him so much of His bounty
and goodness that it became necessary to say of him (Bamidbar 12:8):
''And upon the image of Hashem he will gaze [yabit]." The Sages, may
their memory be blessed, have stated (Ber. 7 a) that this is a reward for his
having at first hidden his face so as not look upon God.

Thus, the Rambam emphasizes that, when the gemara states that Moshe's reward 
for not directly looking at the sneh was his later ability to see the image of Hashem, 
it means that, while one cannot quickly or easily formulate an understanding of 
Hashem, over time and with sustained reflection, Moshe Rabbenu reached an inner 
cognizance of Hashem. This is what the verse means when it says "u-semunas Hashem 
yabif' "and upon the image of Hashem he will gaze:' 

In the Shemoneh Perakim, the Rambam further explains that, although Moshe's 
understanding of Hashem was necessarily imperfect, he was able to inscribe in his 
mind a firm and fixed vision of Hashem. At the end of the seventh chapter of the 
Shemoneh Perakim, the Rambam says that Moshe's understanding of Hashem to the 
extent of "re'iyas panim" would be like someone who sees the face of a friend directly.
Seeing the "face" would mean that the attributes of Hashem would be completely 
remembered and exactly delineated: 

1 Interestingly, among his final statements toward the end of his life, as part of the bracha to Shevet Yosef, Moshe 
Rabbenu refers to Hashem-not as the "motzi Mitzrayim" and not as the "nosen ha-Torah"-but, rather, as the 
"shochni sneh" (Deut. 33:16). His first encounter with Hashem always resonated with him and never abated. 
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unreachable to a complete degree, Moshe Rabbenu achieved it to an appreciable 
extent. (See also Hil. Yesodei HaTorah 1:10 and 7:6.) 

In this sense, the term "habata" references, not only gazing down physically upon 
something, but also gazing within-peering at the impressed substance of one's own 
memory and the accurate formulations of objective reality that are contained within 
the possession of one's own mind. The Rambam expresses this formulation in Moreh 
Nevuchim 1:4 with regard to the Torah's various words for "sight" which, according 
to the Rambam, can convey physical looking as well as mental cognizance. And the 
Malbim, in his comment to Bamidbar 12:8, specifically defines the word "habata" (as 
opposed to the word "re'iya") to mean inner sight: 

;,11Y }{'i1 i1l11::mv (i1lmn ,:n ,o!l 7, ;,vvn }{? p10!l:i. nn' '!l:i.) 'n1}{J. 1:i.::, 
no,,:i. ;,11Y i1l'}{'!D 1nn;, nv:i. }{'J.li1 'lli!llJ. nvp,v;, i111Yi1 ,v }{J.1 ,nvp,v;, 
i1'}{1 1'.J. ,,:i.;, v,, 'l'V 1ll? i1lmm wrv, m,n, n::,:i. nvp1v ;,11Y pi n,vnn 
1"Yn i1'0J.i1i11 ,i1lmn ?J □n'}{1 }{? ,::, }{"TV1 ,1'Vi1 n1}{11"Yn i1'}{1i1'1li ,i1'0J.i1? 

.?J'llii111'V 
I have previously explained (in Parshas Yisro on the verse ''do not make for 
yourself a pesel or any temuna") that a temuna is an engraved image, and 
it happens upon the engraved image in the soul of the prophet during a time 
of vision that is not a three-dimensional image but rather is an engraved 
image in the capacity of the mindi and regarding this it is stated ''and a 
picture before my eyes." And there is a difference between [the terms] re' iya 
and habata because re' iya means physical sight, and regarding this it is 
stated "that you shall not see any picture," and habata means investigation 
of the mind. 

So when Rashi in Bereishis states that the connotation of the word "habata" is to 
look downward, and we asked how could one look downward on Hashem, the answer 
becomes clear when we recognize that "habata" in this case means looking inward. 
Moshe's understanding of Hashem was contained within his inner life. Indeed, this 
phrase in the verse does not state that Moshe was looking at Hashem-rather, even 
when he was not in an active state of prophesy, Moshe would constantly look at the 
"temunas Hashem;' the sustained impression of Hashem, that he remembered and 
had internalized within the contours of his consciousness. The verse's use of the term 
"habata" with regard to this "temunas Hashem" is very precise because the "image of 
Hashem'' that the verse states Moshe would see was coherently impressed upon and 
remembered within his inner life. 
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ability to cultivate and maintain a correct inner image of Hashem was contingent 
upon his inner sense of humility. 

This connection between Bamidbar 12:3 (regarding Moshe's humility) and 
Bamidbar 12:8 (regarding Moshe's ability to see the image of Hashem), and Rashi's 
statement that the verse "u-semunas Hashem yabit" references the knot of tefillin 
that Hashem had shown Moshe, is beautifully alluded to in Anim Zemiros: 

,,,)'V 1l)? 'il mmm uv, ill-t1il p,�n 1vp 
The knot of [His] tefillin He showed to the humble one, and the image of 
Hashem was right before his eyes. 

Image of Shivisi Hashem Lenegdi Samid 

The capacity to formulate a coherent inner image about Hashem is not only a high 
aspiration but also a daily obligation. Moreover, it is not only incumbent upon 
the prophets but, through diligent reflection and careful learning, it is a duty of all 
observant Jews. 

The Rema writes among his opening statements on the Shulchan Aruch: 

')�? □':J?1i1 ,vx □'P'1Yil m,vn:11 i11m:i. ,11l ,I;,:, x1il ,,nn '1l)? 'il ,n,,v 
.□'j??Xil

'I place Hashem before me always' (Tehillim 16:8) is a main principle 
in the Torah, and [it is J among the remarkable traits of the righteous ones 
who walk before Hashem. 

The Mishna Berura specifies how this is applied: 

f1Xil ,::, X?'O il"Jj?il ,::, '"Vil ')�? 1'01V X1il'V 7'X ,,nn 1V�)J 1"Y'V U"il1 
.111::i::, 

This means that he should constantly inscribe in his consciousness how he 
stands before Hashem Yisborach, because Hashem's glory fills the entire 
world. 

The Rema continues that the way a person conducts himself or herself at home 
is different than while standing before a king or a respected dignitary. This typically 
is understood to mean that a person's actions are different in the presence of a great 
individual. But the truth of the matter is that a person's entire consciousness is 
elevated during such times, and, when a person maintains awareness of constantly 
standing before Hashem, then the individual not only guards his or her actions but 
also elevates his or her mind. 
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